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A9STRACT
Print lournalism-ard lournnlIsm research have

contributed many cOncepts, principles, and communication tcchniquos
to +he field cf political communication. An examination ot t.he
indexes of "Fublic Opinion Quarterly," "Journalism 'Quarterly," and
the "Journal of Communication" through the mid-1960s indicates the
evolution of the study of print media in the political process. Ailiong
the subjects given emFhasis are media content and coverage,
persuasidn, news bias, newspaper influence on vpters, and newspaper
reporting cf political public opinion polls. OtEer aspects of
newspaper reporting that hnve been studied or proposed for study are
the inadvertent altering of message cgntent, gatekeeping (or news
decision waking), And the effectilverees,of different media- as
information,sources. A great deal of research has dealt with tilt!
effects of print media coverage. Among the many communication
techniques created over,the years, generally by print journalists,
that facilitate coverage of pblitical activity, are the press
conference, the journalistic interview, and the press briefing.
Students of political communication must:now turn more attention
toward redefining political communiqation. They must examinp the
communicatian of political information outside the campaign context,
the relationship Letween government and the media, and the role of
politics in communication. (GT)
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF PRINT JOURNALISM

N
TO THE STUDY OF VOLITICAL COMMUNICATION

Introductio

Fo? he pealsevaral years, the Political Communication

4

Division hqs Temonstrated an increasing commitment to the study

political ommunication at the undergraduate as wall ad the graduate

levels. Th 1976 Portland meeting presented a panel discussing pada-

gogic apprjoaç hes to political communication, and the panel was repeated

.threeyea s later by the Teaching Committee of the division at the

Philadelp ia meeting.
1

Despite the numerous differences in pedagogic

styles a d approaches tC? the study of this highly inter-

disciplinary subject, a number of undercurrents remain. One of Ase
0

is the con iderable contribution of the print mass media-- what is

traditiona ly defined as "journalism" in the literature of mass commun-

ication an political science. As the title of this paper suggests,

there are m ny contributions of grint journalism to the field of

political
4.

c mkunication in the form of concepts, principles, and commun-
.

ication skil a. everOelest3, kany of these rineralizatiOns may be made

about other cademic areas contributing to political wommunication such

as speech comIiunication, computer science, political science, and-
.

broadclast jO4inalism.

The approach in this discussion will be quite pragmatic, fellow-

ing the kodtb"ffered by Frye in his 1979 presentation al Philadelphia.

Politlëal commutiication.is viewed here in rather standard fashilet--'

broadly interpreted, and as Frye notea, sometimeg ambiguous.2 Political

in an ordinary senee involves government policy and control. It .involves

.tio4 4` r', $:t.:,01-,7teotS f.
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the science of government and the various,strategies and techniques

empldyed Co develop poli,c-y and Co gain and maintain control of a govern-

mental vui1, This naturally permits many topics and activities to

enter to this point of view. Vie communication portion of the term

Is viewed in an equalJy broad fashion, since it may range from inter-

personal to mass c'ommunication in the transmission of information about

political ectivity--- both with the intelq to influence the receiver of

the message and without tile intent ez, influence the rpeeiver. Ceatral

to thinking.on the definition is that political communication is

ordinarily perceived in an actiVe politicalvsense, such as a campanili.

for public office, but that it does not necessarily have to be placed

in this context. In faC414 considering print contributions to phe study

of political communication commands that one look beyond tlie tradition-

al political campaign to communication of a political nature in other

contexts.

The mass media.have their clearly defined subgroups. Reedy, in
4

teaching political communication from a strategied approach, identifies

foir divisions: (1) printed media, (2) television, (3) radi9, and (4)

int rpersonal communication, on the basis of understanding their roles

to best fit the. needs of the political communieator: Reedy defines the

print media in the following manner:

A

The printed media include all forms of written
communicatin Ancluding lass mailings and not just the
daily press. Coneideted-as a'wholq4 they have a flexi-
bility which under many'circumElances is invaluable.
The daily p4ss,its regarded asia vehicle proViding a
picture of the %.prld which ia/quite broad but very
shallow; weekly magazines as/Placing events 10 a
trough perspective; speciaWed pubficatiohs as pro-
viding va'rying degrees of ylepth. This flexibility holds
fotth a/number of advanta es:



(a) Even though they are no longer 0 principle
channel for mass conmuulicat ion, the printed media re-
main the best channel for communicating Ideas on n large

_

fic8 le.

(b) The printed media permit a "Larget.ing" of
concepts upon specific audiences, selected either by
interest or education level.

(c) The printed media have a "beltevability"
quotient that is qutte highdespite the often hoard
disclaimer that "yci &,an't believe anything you rend
in-the newspapers."

Regardless of how courses in political communication are

taught, or the various research Themes'in political communication,

print contributions remain salient in the face of broadcasting and

other mass forms vf communication. As Clarke and Fredih noted,

"Contrary to public opinion, research demonstrates that the public

relies on newspapers somewhat more than on television for political

news. Both vehicles are especially important in state and local aftairs

untouched by magazine Journalism."
4

Since focus in-many political cow-

mUnication criurses and much research continues on the print media,

we shall tmke a brief look at some of the concepts, principles,.and

communication skills contributed by the print media.1

Corr,epts, Principles, and Communication Skills

A look at the indexes of Public Opinion Quarterly, JournaljsM

Quarterly, and the Journal of Communication through th4 mid l9608

suggest certain early emphases and the evolution of the study of the

newspaper and other print media in the political Process; Among the

key Words, representing many of the concepts and principles which have

evolved, are medium content, medium coverage, and persuasion. Still

Wnother area originally associated with newSpapers is political poll

repOrting. Research conducted by Casey,
5

Dabney Rosten,
7

and tt,
8



+are among the original reports emphasizing the importance of coverage

by newspapers in political campaigns. Other articles, of course, dis-

CURS political coverage in non-campaign contexts.
9

Similarly, research reports on bias and influence are plentiful

discussing, among other things, how these characteristics of news re-

)

porting in the print media may work to persuadAl early

'A
political communication research on the print meddka centered on altitude

c ange.
10 Studies focused on the editorial, letters to the editor,1

the more objective news content of the publication as these forma of

11
communication led to influence on the voter in a campaign.

CI

While emPhasis in the last fifl'teen 'years has grown considerably,

early reseqrch exemplified by Public Opinion Ruarterly, Journalism

Quart,Ely, and the Journal of Communication demonstrates a considerable

interest in presentation of political pubftc opinion polls in the mass

media, particularly daily newspapers. Early stldies,have looked tkt how

polls can assist daily newspaper toverage,
12

as well as the accuracy of

polls,1 and the use of public opinion i)olls.
14

Since communication of

'poll results has continued to grow in thd past two decades particUlarly,

the study and emphasis on political polls and the polIticall information

.contained in them has also increased. A search of the literature of

journals such as those menfioned above will Underline this.point.

Print media res&Irch in these areas--- content, coverage, persua-

sion, and the has been limited almostxxclusively to 'daily metro-
/

politan newspapers. SCudy Of news mOazines, the uburbau and rural

dalAy newspaper,4the weekly newspf9er, boolcs, and other forms d'f mass

political communicatioti--- such as direct mailings, press releises,.and

posted bills-7- has been comparatively non-existent.

I t
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Frye suggests another important concept involving the newspaper

In the political communication process. He suggests Oacing emphasis

on the medinting;impact the newspnper hns on communicntion on political

campaign information in discussing his approach to political cemivnica-

lion instruction:

And, the complex,ity of the mediations] process
has created doubt as to the lorobahilities of message,
content being effectively transmitted from a national
political figure to his ultimate national audience.
For example, a political speech is covered by press
reporters, who submit their reactions ("on the 'Screen
reports") to editors, who edit . . . the material
in consideration of its significance, availability
of space, and other factors. Then finally the public
receives a press report, but since the content has
been subjected to the mediational process, there iS
the constant danger that the "message" will become
changed, altered, Npdified, or distorted one way.or
another:15

Much of this mediating influence literature has developed out

of sociological research conducted in the 1940s by Lewin and others,

who studied the gates through which information flows in decision making.
16

White's benchmark study of the gatekeeping performed by a daily newspaper
"-

slot editor set the stage for a move into masv communication news
4

-decision-making research, and a generation of studies followed, both

in and out of the political context.
17

But as White's study determined,

and'those io follow, much,of the decision making involves public affairs

.news. While gatekeeping, or news decision-making research, 'has clearly

moved away'from the daily newspaper to broadcasting and news magazines,

as indicated by Gans' recent work,
18

original emphasis and a significant

level of interest seems tO remain With ,the print media. %

Weaver and Buddenbaum,note additional important concepts in

the study,of the uses and effects of the mass media in a political con-
,.



text. They Noote, "Newspapers seem to be more effective t ul television'

6

at increasing the levels of political knowledge and at telling pe( )le

what issues lo tie concerned about in a OMR-al campaign. And news-

paper endorsements . . are dsabciated with increased vote totals in

elections, especially in non-partisan elections where there are few con-

troversial issuest"
19 Another conclusion which they reached was that

newspaper use is more associated with political activity, such as voting,

than other mass media. Weaver and Boddenbaum identified.three major

uses of the mass medda by consumers: (1) for knowledge, (2) for

diversion, and (3) for,communication. In the context of political cern-

munication, knowledge,seems most obvious. Early research in diffusion is

noted in describing how political information is acquired. Newspapers

are proposed as primarily in-depth information sources and television,

.in contrast, as a surveillance medium, they argue.
20

There is a wide -variety of cbmmunirtion techniques created

over the years which facilitate coverage of political activitymany of

these having roots in.the print media. These techniques, most also

originated by print journalists, are now viewed as important vehicles .

for dissemination of political information for all mass Media. One

such technique is the press conference. Press conferences are used regular-

ly as a new creating event in a political campaign, but are also used out-

side of campqigns by officials in both the public and private sectors

to state posititins, release general information, refute claims, ahd the

like iR any of severai contexts-- formal ,scheduled meetings,6informal

sOledu4d conferences, or more extemporaneous form. Nimmo has noted

that these conferences serve several purposes, including news creation

that the individual holding the conference desires, announcement of

8
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officialyositions by the proper public servant, control over .heduling

f i ice rel ease o f Info mat 1.0n , and they prov id e t lie Ind iv id ual 01th a

controlled environment for the event to take place.
21

The journalistic interview originated as a print media reporting

device in the early nineteenth century,
22

and it obviously remains an

important and wid0y used, techn1que for gathering political indrmation.

0
A less public event than the press conference, this activity is more often

an interpersonal event involving a reporter and a souve. While this

Ls no longer the print reporter's exclusive information collection tech-

nique, the interview and its related forms have cqtainly remained iM-

portant to communication of political'information.

Sandwiched between the press conference and the interview is the
NO.

press briefing, commonly held by government officials to provide back-

ground information. Often this type of information dissemination has

led to various levels of attribution of political statements-- a

development arising from secrecy during World War IT and continuing

.to its present form At alLleyels of government-- such as on the record

(With full attributiort); for attribution, but not for direct quotation; '

attr_ibution to a spokesman for the source (but not the official source);

and background (not for attribution with any identification); or the

extreme form, off the record (not for publication at all). These

press briefings may occur with a grotntof reporters or on a one-to-one

basis.. Regardless, the battle for information against secrecy in govern-

ment has long been waged and remains a problem in the communication of

political information and in'the stndy.of political communication.23

Turning attention toward the effects of newspaper and other print

V
media\coverage, 6:ete is a wealth of literature upon which to draw con-
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elusions. Weaver andBuddenbaum reviewed more than one hundred uses

and effects research reports and determined that newspaper exposure:

(1) will primarily reinforce pre-existing political attitudes

and contribute somewhat to formation of new attitudes;

(2) will increase political knowledge, more effectively tell

people what issues to think about in a political campaign;

(3) affect political behavior as they find newspaper endorse-

ments associated with victory in ,elections.
24

Nimmo points to ,the importance of effects research in the

developmerj of political communication as 4 field of study. 'One of

four "research antecedents for political communication :was the study of

effects of mass communication. Inquiries produced evidence of minimal

consequences of coMmunication on political behavior," he wrote.

Obviously, a generation of research has been published on the effects

of mass communication, including Klapper's well-known analysis,
26

summarizing, as Nimmo calls it, "the relative effects of presentation

of issues, ordering of arguments, social groups, audience characteristics,

perauader credibility, etc. upon attitude.change.
u27

Certainly the

arg6ments Over the validity of studies establishing direct ,effects of

political communication continue, and will do so indefinitely.' Pub-

lisad research still emphasizes this approach to a very limited.extent.

Conclusions

The many concepts, principles, and communication skills brought

from the print media to, pofItical communication are varied-. This paper

has attempted to highlight only a select number of-these, which are by

no means all of the possibilities. But what is here generates a major

o
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concern, an area important to the discipline of political communication

for the next generation of students and researchers. We are rapldl,y

learning, as Nimmo noted, much about political communication "In the

areas of the role of OA maas media in political campaigns and the

relationship between governments and the news media.
28

Emphgsis has

been on technique---such as the planning of media campaigns. ATIcr

while Nimmo says even this is not widely successful in telling us

generally what works in campaigning, scholars studying the relationship

of-government and the mass media have also not done well at giving those

interested in the broadqr interpretation of political communication much

depth and new horizons for study.

Herein lies the problem. If we are to continue to develop

understanding and knowledge of the print media, particularly daily news-

papers, the news magazines, and lyoks, 1414 must turn more attention to-

ward re-defining political communication. We must look at the communi-

cation of political information outside of the campaign context. The

daily newspaper, and to a lesser degree, the news magazines, often are

most effective with communication of information regarding such thinge

as court decislons, the various proclamations of federal and state

governmental regulatory agencies, new and pending legislation, and the

routine admiliistriltion of all branches of government at all levels
.:

international, national,rregional, state, and local. This is the variety

.orpolitical communication which we, as students and researchers of the

'political and communication processes, take for granted. Thib is the

political Communication-which is an Cingoing, dynaMic process. General

questians about this gentle of political communication persist:

(1) Hoc4 is non-campaign political information communicated?

0

40'
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(2') Bow much political information is contained in the print

media in a non-campaign context? For a broader Inquiry, how much poll-

.

tital information appears in all mass media outside of campaigns?

(3) Who are the users of this information? _How Is it used? .

.And what are the effecta upon the user?

(4) What are the public's agendas on regular, yr routine

governmeral activity? 'And how do the print media work to set the

agpnails of readers on non-campaign political issues?

These are not new inquiries. Research haa examined these-

areaS previously. But the scattered studies have yet to really estab-

-lish Where the lationship between government and the news media out-

side of political campaigns really stands. Rivers, Miller, and Gandy

noted still.other shortcomings. They argued that:

(1) There-is too.much focps oh individual attitudes
.and individuarcharacteristics.

(2) There is'too much attentIon.to attitudes, and
toe little to actual behavior.

(3) There is too muth reliance op interviews,
questionnaires, or Other subject-Supplied information.

And (4) There is too much taking-for-granted-
of theeries.about governmental operations
how.government actbelly operates, and too much,accept7

,anc'e of anecdotes as evidence of the ways journalists.
operate).29

And furthermore, .Rivers, Miller, and Gandy state that there are major

qbestions which students of political coimunication.should be asking

about regulatory agencies, about the courts and the letal system, and

abOu.t the-informtkl pressures brought to be'ar by,public ffitials. In

their vieW, for example, we should also investigate the impact Of-the

media on gOverriment by looking at how.media publicity influences

officiikls in decision making-- what condit,iOnsyrevall, the differences

of the particular mediA, and the nature of.the problems created304.

41
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Sanders.and Kaid raise a final point4 They sta_Vd, "Relatively'

few theorists have taken up the challenge implicit In the assertion

that all communication is political, and, that instead of investigating

the role of commUnication in politics, researchers ahOuld be investiga-
..--

31
t_ing the'role of.politics in communication. Thus, applying this to

the print media in political communication, we need to shift ((Deus to

how politica influenbes the communication of political information.

Whatever the appropch, we flave many unanswered questions remaining about
1

the print media In political communicatiOn. As students of political ,

commrfcation, it is our responsibility to pursue the answers. -A.

change of focus must be considered to fully Understand the role and

the contributions of print journalism'in the field of political

communication.
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